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Precision is the end. Adjustment is the means. Cyclical systems are constructed in order to 
create the ideal, the perfect, the unattainable. Every “thing” exists in a system, a machine given 
power through logic, through analysis, through analogy; through culture, through history, through 
divinity. I actively observe and passively consume the machine’s usual penchant for rigid assignment 
and repeated reprocessing. Through my work, I cultivate instances of preciousness and arrangement, 
demonstrating them through the lens of false teleological and axiological significance. Elements 
are introduced to intervene in the natural and to call upon familiar language, suggesting disruption 
as systems intermingle and combine. Objects must then be prescribed value appropriate to their 
now unique history of disintegration/construction. 

With Precision//Adjustment, I begin to vaguely redirect the impetus onto myself, referencing 
internalized systems as well as external ones. Rather than illustrating worth through reversal and 
removal, as my previous work does, this work crafts the illusory preciousness of a moment through 
behavior and movement. The blur of virtual and natural allow the abstracted to speak of the real 
and the real to represent the abstracted. 

The exhibition is fronted by the real and the abstract: target practice, and trace ∞. 

target practice is the inhale and exhale of exaltation and failure. As the only rift in an otherwise 
intact algae-film, the center point is strung and framed in gold. Two problems exist: the thrower’s 
inability to target this division, and innate impossibility of throwing a stone into this rift without 
damaging the surface. This rift (the target), has no symbolism or significance save singularity and 
aberration. It is framed as the only. It is framed as a pre existing doorway to the underside of its 
blanket. But, even as it is framed, it too deviates from the external constraints.
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The failures are instances of adjustment, imprecision, creation of an entrance, a mode of 
revealing, and the destruction of a barrier. 

The adjacent work, trace ∞, further explores the idea of barrier, its own translucency acting 
as a physical blur between verso and recto, between object and remnant. Translucency as an 
ethereal barrier is a historically frequented concept. This is apparent in works such as Veiled Christ 
by Giuseppe Sanmartino and in The Veiled Virgin by Giovanni Strazza, both elevating sacrality and 
modesty through translucent barriers. 

This work’s title, is a reference to Jacques Derrida’s multi-faceted concept of trace, which 
necessarily places importance on what it is not, and what has been left behind.  1 The orbs pass 
quickly through the perforations, giving brief opportunity for coincidence and casting the residual 
light, distorting on the wall behind. Gold accents highlight the moment of passing as an elevated 
thing; something concealed by time, memory, barrier. While there is dissatisfaction from the lack of 
permanent alignment in trace ∞, we are then able to visually consume its visual remains, its trace. 

This trace can be easily discussed in the context of W.J.T. Mitchell’s Image Science. In an 
investigation of distinction between picture and image, Mitchell posits that “picture” is necessarily 
physical, a “material object, a thing you can burn or break or tear.”  2 An “image,” by his definition, 
is a more abstracted concept, something that transcends specific forms of media, and exists “in 
memory, in narrative, in copies and traces in other media.”  3 Trace, as a general concept, can a 
prime example of “image,” however, this particular manifestation of trace (the leftover projection) 
perhaps instead becomes a second “picture” due to its captured tangibility on the wall. 

Analysis of image vs. picture is difficult when certain aspects exist only digitally, introducing 
questions about the legitimacy of virtual “space.” Mitchell controversially believes that the digital 
nature of an picture/image should not “necessarily” affects its ontology as an image,  4 and this 
case I would argue that the digitality of the projection serves mainly as a metaphor for “image.” 

An interesting phenomenom occurs then where the plastic sheet could be torn and felt (a 

1 Lawlor, Leonard, “Jacques Derrida”, The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy (Winter 2016 Edition), Edward N. Zalta 
(ed.), URL = <https://plato.stanford.edu/archives/win2016/entries/derrida/>.

2 Mitchell, W. J. T. Image Science: Iconology, Visual Culture, and Media Aesthetics. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 
2015, 16. 

3 Ibid. 
4 Ibid, 51.  
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“picture”), but once destroyed, the projection itself (the “image”) is not harmed, the plastic only 
existing as the video’s means to an end. In this way, it could be interpreted that the projection’s 
Aristotelian “end”  5, is its autonomous desire is to be seen. To this end, the structure of the screen 
exists to disrupt this “end” with its abscesses.    

light therapy, possessing its own isolated space, takes an internalized direction. The two 
videos, each depicting a warm and cool light, an allusion to the process of light therapy for those 
who suffer with light or weather based depression. When the cool light is met with the warm light, 
the shadows are short and the video is tall, the reversal of reality where shadows are longer in the 
colder months because the sun is lower in the sky. The shadows and dimensions are then longer 
when the warm light is intruded upon by the cool. Seasonal affliction exists as a metaphor for change, 
and the light-centered loops as representations of the captured “real” (an outdoor experience of 
varying light) being translated into something false. The “therapy” describes manufacturing of the 
valuable (a moment in time), as a means of coping with the real (changing environments). The cooper 
material of the focal object mirrors the binary of warm/cold in its nature as a beautiful, historically 
decorative metal, with a tendency to tarnish in a sickeningly transformative fashion. The work has 
impressionist tendencies, capturing a non literal “essence” of the moment and reprocessing it. 

Investigation of traces and image can be rigid and potentially mechanical in nature, but 
in this body of work, serve a passive, salvatory purpose. The work speaks in vague terms, but has 
endless specified applications. Its resolution lies in its inability to be resolved, its state of continuous 
uncertainty, and temporal persuasion to accept dissatisfaction. 

5 Falcon, Andrea, “Aristotle on Causality”, The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy (Spring 2015 Edition), Edward N. 
Zalta (ed.), URL = <https://plato.stanford.edu/archives/spr2015/entries/aristotle-causality/>. 


